Residential Cleaning Services Offered:

1. A soft wash incorporates special low-pressure nozzles on the end of a pressure washing gun or
wand. That's combined with a biodegradable chemical that removes the biological elements
(mold, algae, pollen, dirt, moss) and other stains without damaging surfaces on your home or
killing your plants.
2. Soft Wash is a highly effective alternative to pressure washing to clean surfaces such as vinyl,
stucco, brick, masonry, and wood.
3. How to Pressure Wash Your Driveway
Step 1: Prepare driveway and surrounding area. Clean up any dirt and debris on the concrete with a
large push broom. ...
Step 2: Degrease driveway surface. ...
Step 3: Prepare pressure washer. ...
Step 4: Clean concrete with detergent. ...
Step 5: Rinse concrete. ...
4. Pressure washing or power washing is the use of high-pressure water spray to remove loose
paint, mold, grime, dust, mud, chewing gum and dirt from surfaces and objects such as
buildings, vehicles and concrete surfaces.

What is included in a window cleaning:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Glass cleaned in side and or out according to client budget
Excess emollients removed from sills.
Sills wipes clean
Small furniture and knick-knacks removed and replaced as needed.
Scrape off minor debris
Removal of hard water spots

Extra charges:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Screen cleaning
Track cleaning
Construction cleaning
Removal of decorative shaded/blinds
Excessive road debris/paint/varnish etc.
Painted shut panes
Leaded glass, and plex E Glass
Removal window dividers
French Windows

6.What is included in Driveway Pressure washing:
1. See article
Extra charge:
1.Removal of black streaks
2. Removal of Rust spots
3.Removal of oil spots
4.Waste water reclamation

What is included in Soft Washing of a Deck:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Removal and replacement of lawn furniture and or plants
Cleaning of excess debris
Covering near-by plants and shrubs from over spray
Removal of Moss/Mold from Rails, Deck floor, and attached stair(s)
Cleaning under and around fixes furniture as best as possible
Rinsing over spray off of house

